Tennis Match Results
Lake Forest College vs Grinnell College
Apr 26, 2018 at Madison, Wis.
(Nielsen Tennis Center)

Grinnell College 5, Lake Forest College 1

### Singles competition
1. Milica Cvrkota (GCW) def. Julie Lord (LFC) 6-2, 6-0
2. Ali Hickey (GCW) def. Allison Watts (LFC) 6-0, 6-1
3. Abby Nielsen (GCW) def. Leeza Bodnar (LFC) 6-0, 6-4
4. Anushka Joshi (GCW) vs. Emma Wang (LFC) 6-4, 1-4, unfinished
5. Brenda Guan (GCW) vs. Grace Gould (LFC) 4-6, 1-4, unfinished
6. Sydney Banach (GCW) vs. Tyranny Miller (LFC) 2-6, 1-4, unfinished

### Doubles competition
1. Milica Cvrkota/Abby Nielsen (GCW) def. Julie Lord/Leeza Bodnar (LFC) 8-1
2. Allison Watts/Tyranny Miller (LFC) def. Ali Hickey/Anushka Joshi (GCW) 8-4
3. Sydney Banach/Brenda Guan (GCW) def. Emma Wang/Grace Gould (LFC) 8-6

Match Notes:
Lake Forest College 23-3
Grinnell College 19-4
Midwest Conference Team Championship - Final
Grinnell wins MWC Team Championship
T-2:30